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Abstract
Historians have devoted ample attention to the urban crisis, but few have explored symbolic actions to manage attitudes toward metropolitan change. In the 1980s, Cleveland, Ohio, experienced what many politicians and business and civic leaders called a “comeback.” To understand the images and narratives constructed during this intended renaissance, it is necessary to examine earlier campaigns to revivify Cleveland and its reputation. This article traces three such campaigns in the 1960s and 1970s, as well as the better-known 1980s renaissance, and examines the tension between acceptance and rejection of these images and narratives. This interplay paralleled a tension between decline and renewal that has been a hallmark of the post–World War II American city.
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Mayor George V. Voinovich, in his remarks at the Cleveland City Club Forum on November 9, 1984, observed, “In 1979, Cleveland was rushed to the emergency room, battered, bruised, and fighting for its life. Band-aid solutions no longer were applicable. Intensive care was necessary to save our city.” A public–private partnership had “save[d] the patient’s life,” Voinovich proclaimed, pointing to a recent quip in the New York Daily News that “the town once called the Mistake on the Lake is now the Comeback City.”1 The mayor was hardly alone in seeing his election in 1979 as the watershed in Cleveland’s modern era, for numerous local and national observers had done so in the five years since Voinovich replaced his embattled mayoral predecessor Dennis Kucinich. The Christian Science Monitor placed City Hall at the center of Cleveland’s turnaround and cast Voinovich’s election as the end of Cleveland’s long decline. Tracing the story of two couples, all of them suburbanites born in 1953, when the city stood near its peak, the Monitor told how they left the Cleveland area at their first opportunity in 1971 and planned not to return after college. When Voinovich took office, however, they reconsidered and settled in new luxury apartments in downtown and in the gentrifying neighborhood of Ohio City. Fulfilling
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their longtime dream of opening a restaurant, they purchased a three-story warehouse in the industrial Flats along the Cuyahoga River—the infamous river that had caught fire two years before their departure—and opened Sammy’s. The couple’s new residence and reinvestment in the city seemed to underscore the article’s closing comment by Cleveland Plain Dealer’s editor Thomas Vail: “Kucinich served a great purpose, because he woke everybody up.”

In the 1980s, civic mythmakers presented Cleveland’s recent history as a simplistic declension narrative: the “Sixth City,” whose peak population of more than 900,000 occurred in 1950 even as it relinquished its No. 6 rank to Baltimore, suffered decades of flight to the suburbs, deindustrialization, racial unrest, pollution, and inner-city decay, much like other cities in the Great Lakes region. Cleveland became the butt of national jokes in the dozen years after the Cuyahoga River caught fire in 1969. Finally, in this narrative, the 1978 default provided the fulcrum for George Voinovich to lift Clevelanders from despair. Yet, to make 1978 the pivot for Cleveland’s “comeback” obscures more than it reveals. The mere fact that the 1980s comeback ran out of steam in the 1990s, necessitating a more recent series of revitalization efforts, suggests the limitations of assigning too much weight to it. More accurately, the Voinovich years culminated a decades-long approach to managing the image problems that accompanied urban decline. Cleveland’s celebrated comeback appropriated and elaborated image-making and rhetorical strategies first devised on the cusp of the city’s difficult transition away from heavy industry.

Historians have devoted ample attention to the post–World War II urban crisis, but few have explored symbolic actions to manage attitudes toward metropolitan change. To better understand the comeback effort that unfolded in the late 1970s, this article also examines three earlier Cleveland comeback bids—in 1960, 1967, and 1974—in which civic leaders devised symbolic responses to perceived decline. It introduces the images and narratives they constructed, as well as the degree to which locals and outside observers “bought” them in light of their own perceptions of the city. It argues that in addition to attempting to recruit new industry, Cleveland boosters increasingly harnessed the longstanding “Best Location in the Nation” slogan, developed by the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (CEI), to a three-pronged effort to lure corporate offices, attract tourists, and convince locals that their city was worth believing in. As the urban crisis unfolded, the “Best Location” slogan rang hollow, forcing boosters to counter the competing notion of “The Mistake on the Lake” by adopting new marketing responses that emphasized Cleveland’s purported quality of life, including culture, entertainment, and recreation rather than geographical location, transportation connections, and skilled manpower. The tension between acceptance and rejection of these images and narratives paralleled a tension between decline and renewal that diminishes the usefulness of understanding modern cities as following a simple arc of growth, decline, and revitalization.

Before examining the four major comeback campaigns of the post–World War II era, it is well to recount how, in the public mind, “The Best Location in the Nation” transformed into “The Mistake on the Lake.” As elsewhere, although astute observers detected warning signs even before the war, Cleveland’s urban crisis came into sharp focus in the 1950s and 1960s. Cleveland leaders hoped to strengthen the city by constructing modern rapid transit and freeway systems, rejuvenating decaying neighborhoods, and building industrial parks. In 1954, when the Cleveland Development Foundation (CDF) formed in answer to Pittsburgh’s Allegheny Conference on Community Development, Cleveland seemed poised to tackle what were still central-city problems. Yet in the absence of sufficient investment by developers, the urban renewal program fell well short of its ambitions, completing only several hundred units of new housing by the mid-1960s, while industrial parks faced indefinite delays.

The nickname “The Mistake on the Lake” is erroneously assumed to stem from national publicity of the burning Cuyahoga River. Thanks to TIME Magazine and television comedians, the burning river became etched in the nation’s mind in 1969, nearly a decade before Cleveland’s municipal default further tarnished the city’s image. The polluted river and lake, however, only compounded the urban crisis that had been unfolding for years. The “Mistake” moniker emerged in opposition to
a booster message launched in 1944 in an effort to assure Cleveland’s smooth resumption of a peacetime industrial economy. Conflating Cleveland with its 1,700-square-mile service area that stretched to the Pennsylvania border, CEI called the city “The Best Location in the Nation,” a reference to its situation within 500 miles of more than half the nation’s people (see Figure 1). Although rarely challenged publicly through the 1950s, CEI’s slogan began to lose its luster even on the eve of the turbulent 1960s. In confidential interviews conducted by a Western Reserve University political scientist between 1958 and 1961, several prominent civic leaders expressed disdain toward the “Best Location” slogan. City councilman John Kovacic contended that CEI’s boast meant nothing more than “selling Cleveland for CEI.” One real estate executive called the slogan “whistling in the dark,” while another complained that it was “endless prattling” and “purely without foundation” since CEI’s “actual developments are away from Cleveland. Planned, deliberate, and they know what they’re doing.” A local newspaperman also questioned the slogan’s validity in a city that was poorly positioned to take advantage of changes in industry, not to mention “a dull damn city” offering little reason to go downtown in the evening or on the weekend.

**Erieview: “The Mistake on the Lake”**

Events in 1959 set the stage for Cleveland’s first comeback bid. In November, voters rejected a county charter to initiate metropolitan government—a reflection of deep-seated distrust between city and suburban residents. Tax-averse working-class Clevelanders simultaneously rejected the
city’s plans to commit itself to $6 million in debentures and lease two acres of the hallowed, Daniel Burnham-designed Mall for a 1,000-room Hilton hotel. They also influenced county commissioners’ December rejection of a downtown subway loop that many believed was critical to both downtown’s future and plans to build an effective metropolitan rapid transit system. Despite the unpopularity of public remedies, Clevelanders often lamented that their city lagged as cities like Pittsburgh, St. Louis, and Philadelphia made impressive strides. Unknown to most, even as these civic campaigns appeared doomed, CDF and the city’s urban renewal chief James M. Lister were quietly planning two renewal projects calculated to recast much of the four-mile swath between downtown and University Circle, the city’s cultural, educational, and medical hub at the foot of the affluent Heights suburbs to the east.

In January 1960, CDF unveiled two urban renewal projects: Erieview, a 163-acre downtown plan, and University-Euclid, a 1,400-acre plan in University Circle and the adjacent Hough neighborhood, which was rapidly swelling with African Americans migrating from the South or displaced by nearby slum clearance. These projects increased Cleveland’s urban renewal area to 6,060 acres—by far the nation’s largest. Notwithstanding the Hough plan, Erieview immediately took center stage as an engine and symbol of a larger Cleveland revitalization. With its planned complex of modernist skyscrapers and plazas that promised, in architect I. M. Pei’s words, to be Cleveland’s answer to Rockefeller Center, Erieview offered the symbolic push many felt Cleveland required. Following voters’ approval of a November bond issue to launch Erieview, many officials, business leaders, and affluent suburbanites shared Mayor Anthony J. Celebrezze’s sentiment that the vote proved the city had finally escaped “self doubt and hesitancy.” Republic Steel president Thomas F. Patton congratulated Celebrezze for his “continued and unrelenting fight to get the city off dead center.” A local television station suggested that Erieview would “push Cleveland out of the sleepy past into a wide-awake future,” adding that every household’s well-being was “bound up with the fight Cleveland is making to stay alive and kicking.” Likewise, a prominent suburbanite declared that Erieview would end her embarrassment about the state of downtown compared with Detroit and Pittsburgh.

If the city’s growth coalition expressed high hopes publicly, however, some in its ranks privately questioned the project’s efficacy. Some doubted that Erieview could remake a city whose population seemed uninterested in downtown. One Plain Dealer reporter privately admitted that he had real doubts about Cleveland’s potential to support a vibrant downtown, hinting at the drag he believed a large contingent of ethnic whites and southern black and white migrants exerted on a city whose middle and upper classes had long since decamped to the suburbs. He believed that the complexion of the Cleveland population generally is not the cosmopolitan type of population say that New York has, ready to go down [and] support shows, good restaurants, just travel around the streets window shopping, actually shopping and so on. It’s a very heterogeneous group of people we have here; a great many people are quite clannish within their own neighborhoods. And we have a great many newcomers since the war who just don’t have any status as yet or much more money than they actually need for getting along; so that they never get downtown to support any theaters or restaurants or the main stores.

Others felt the city’s commitment to Erieview denied developers the opportunity to build outside the renewal boundaries. Albert A. Levin, a Jewish developer whose failure to win city approval for his plan to build an apartment tower on Euclid Avenue as a result of the growth coalition’s determination to stymie any competing projects outside Erieview, complained to CEI’s chairman Elmer Lindseth that the renewal project was to blame for the failure to pursue a “renaissance of Euclid Avenue from its present doldrums.” This misguided strategy, he argued,
neglected “the street which has made Cleveland . . . the ‘Best Location in the Nation’ according to your firm.”23 Others worried that Erieview would poach offices from older buildings on or near Euclid Avenue and thereby sap the famed retailing street’s lifeblood. Erieview opened a rift between the growth coalition, on one hand, and merchants and property owners on the other. While the latter fixated on self-preservation at a time of steepening downtown business decline, the growth coalition wanted to build a new symbol for Cleveland’s comeback, not simply protect others’ investments.24

As Erieview usurped municipal attention and federal funds, it drew sharp rebuke from East Side blacks. It coincided with the rise of the civil rights movement in northern cities like Cleveland, where blacks were unwelcome downtown as residents and sealed out of the suburbs by whites’ racialized ideas about property.25 Indeed, a number of white business leaders privately admitted that Erieview’s dramatic plan for thousands of apartment units was tabled out of concern that the Federal Housing Administration’s nondiscrimination policy might force the development to “go colored.”26 Consigned to deteriorating neighborhoods and forced to send their children to what were essentially Jim Crow schools, African Americans were indignant.27 An article in Cleveland’s black weekly Call and Post, titled “The Best Location in the Nation?,” pointed to Erieview as a symbol of the power of those who practiced racial exclusion. The paper’s editor W. O. Walker argued the folly of thinking Erieview could revitalize a downtown that he claimed was “dying” because of leaders’ refusal to welcome those closest at hand—blacks—who could replenish businesses depleted by white flight. More darkly, another article warned that if racial discrimination were not ended soon, “The Best Location in the Nation,” including Erieview and the white suburbs, might “run with blood.”28

Nowhere in the available record did critics explicitly identify Erieview as “The Mistake on the Lake,” but their juxtaposition of CEI’s “Best Location” slogan with Erieview suggests blacks’ belief that it was a mistake to pin Cleveland’s renewal hopes next to the downtown lakefront.29 The first known appearance of the moniker in the local press came when Lois Dawson of the East Side neighborhood of Glenville wrote to the editor of the Call and Post in 1964, weeks after a bulldozer crushed to death a white activist protesting a segregated school in Glenville. “Instead of living in the ‘Best Location in the Nation,’” Dawson wrote, “I now reside in ‘The Mistake on the Lake.’ Needless to say, I have not moved.”30

Clearly Erieview, seen in the context of segregated schools and overcrowding and wholesale demolition in majority-black neighborhoods, raised the question of where to plant the seeds of Cleveland’s rebirth. Many working-class ethnic whites, especially on Cleveland’s West Side, shared African Americans’ hostility toward the project, but for different reasons. They equated a focus on Erieview with a deferral of projects closer to home, like neighborhood centers. One city councilman said his constituents in the heavily Polish 14th ward “don’t give a damn about that Erieview project downtown,” adding that if he did not sell the idea constantly, they would surely revolt against it.31 Another commentator speculated that Erieview and a token neighborhood conservation area on the West Side were Mayor Celebrezze’s way of appeasing ethnic whites, who saw University-Euclid (and urban renewal broadly) as a giveaway to undeserving East Side blacks.32 Whether or not Erieview was part of such calculations, it certainly robbed attention from Hough. Writing to the Plain Dealer, a resident of the largely black Wade Park neighborhood near University Circle complained about James Lister’s mishandling of urban renewal, arguing that if he had used University-Euclid funds to rehabilitate housing instead of acquiring land, “Cleveland would still be the ‘Best Location in the Nation’ instead of . . . ‘The Mistake on the Lake.’”33 Ultimately, the renewal debacle, which led the federal government to withhold funding in 1966, allowed Hough conditions to worsen dramatically.34 Coupled with increasing friction between blacks and police, by July 1966 this neglect sparked the Hough Riots, a fiery vote of no confidence in the growth coalition’s comeback plan.35
Cleveland: NOW!—The Symbolic Value of the Nation’s First Big-City Black Mayor

Out of this turmoil, Cleveland’s second comeback effort emerged. Carl B. Stokes became the nation’s first major-city African American mayor by a slim margin in November 1967. His campaign slogan, “I Believe in Cleveland,” contrasted tellingly with the smugness of previous mayors and dire predictions by suburban challengers who established temporary residences just inside the city limits near Lakewood and Shaker Heights to mount campaigns to “save” a dying city (see Figure 2). Seeking to unite a divided city and get it moving again in the wake of the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr., Stokes retained a leading national publicist to devise and sell Clevelanders on a large-scale plan to tackle problems of health, welfare, housing, jobs, and economic development. Called “Cleveland: NOW!,” Stokes’s plan was billed as a ten-year, $1.5 billion attack on the urban crisis. At first, Cleveland: NOW! seemed poised to deliver on the Stokes’s promise of a Cleveland comeback. It tapped donations ranging from pennies saved by schoolchildren to millions given by the business community. After the city’s five television stations and eight of its radio stations pooled resources to produce the Stokes administration’s documentary highlighting the problems Cleveland faced, a wealthy couple from suburban Bratenahl were so moved by the documentary that they gave $1 million to Cleveland: NOW! Stokes’s program made Fleet Slaughter, the African American owner of a popular steakhouse on the East Side, rethink his plan to relocate to Miami. Slaughter not only kept his restaurant in Cleveland but also pledged $2,000 to Cleveland: NOW!

Because the city’s problems lacked facile solutions, Cleveland: NOW! relied on highly visible projects to shape perceptions. The Stokes program installed precipitators on Municipal Light’s belching smokestack, fashioned chlorinated “swimming pools” in polluted Lake Erie, operated the Santa Loop holiday downtown bus loop, and replaced more than 45,000 streetlights with new mercury bulbs so “taxpayers would see where their dollars were going.” This latter move distinguished the mayor’s approach from that of his predecessor, whose token relighting demonstration on a few blocks in troubled Hough yielded to relighting University Circle following the rape and murder of a Cleveland Orchestra chorister outside Severance Hall in November 1966. Indicative of downtown’s symbolic value and the need to allay emergent concerns about crime and unrest, Stokes ordered GE Lucalox bulbs for main downtown streets.

Burning four times brighter than mercury bulbs, they reportedly gave Cleveland the nation’s brightest downtown, a welcome distinction that restored a pride not felt since the city’s recognition in 1952 as the world’s best-lighted metropolitan area (see Figure 3). Finally, although unsuccessful, a Stokes administration federal grant application to subsidize an envisioned Gateway Center along the lakefront noted Cleveland’s lack of anything comparable with San Francisco, Baltimore, and Philadelphia waterfront tourist attractions.

Writers in both the Cleveland Press and Plain Dealer agreed that, if nothing else, Stokes gave Cleveland a psychological lift and, for a change, made the city a positive topic of national conversation. Stokes made Cleveland, a city that “seldom has something to get excited about,” “first in political brotherhood.” Stokes pointed proudly to having taken “The Mistake on the Lake” and infused it with an “I-Like-Cleveland mood.” Like Erieview and University-Euclid, however, Cleveland: NOW! proved unable to maintain public confidence. Although a public school student wrote the mayor to suggest that his leadership had inspired Clevelanders to fight the city’s image as the “Dump by the Lake,” the city’s mood changed discernibly after Cleveland’s second race riot erupted in Glenville in July 1968. For all the hope that Stokes symbolized and his successes in building more housing than any previous mayor, he could not overcome the urban crisis or the gloom associated with Cleveland’s becoming the subject of national ridicule following the Cuyahoga River fire. Citizens’ letters revealed the depth and range of continuing concerns. Clevelanders feared business abandonment, as one realtor observed, noting the steady outflow of
industrial jobs from the city. In addition, many whites complained that Cleveland: NOW!, like the city’s earlier urban renewal agenda, focused too much on developing downtown and assisting East Side blacks. One housewife in the heavily Slovenian neighborhood of northeastern Cleveland, oblivious to Stokes’s record of building slightly more new affordable housing in the city in three years than had been constructed in the previous fourteen years of urban renewal, asked a local reporter, “What improvements has [Cleveland: NOW!] made? How have all those tall buildings downtown helped anyone, colored or white?” A West Side railroad fireman complained that all Cleveland: NOW! signs were on East Side lawns, leading the same reporter to conclude, “To this young man, [Cleveland: NOW!] is for Negros only, though in his frankness
he used different terms to describe them.” As one city councilman complained of the East Side, “They ought to have a utopia out there by now, but they still have high crime statistics.”

By 1969, concerns about crime and disorder were legion. For example, a leading downtown jeweler refused to renew his pledge to Cleveland: NOW!, citing Stokes’s failure to curb downtown robberies. City councilman and perennial mayoral hopeful Ralph J. Perk, a son of Czech immigrants to Cleveland’s Karlin neighborhood, took aim at Cleveland: NOW! in his effort to unseat Stokes. Exploiting ethnic whites’ hostility toward African Americans, he contended that East Side crime was destroying downtown Cleveland: “Watch for the iron grilles on the store windows. The few people you see on the streets are walking with fear . . . This is Cleveland: NOW!” If left unchecked, he warned, crime (and implicitly racial integration) “will leap across the Cuyahoga River to the West Side like a tidal wave.”

In a separate campaign statement, Perk painted a mental picture of families “imprisoned in their homes at night for fear of going out” and white-collar workers who hurried to get out of the downtown area before dark . . . Cleveland Now is known as a city to stay away from . . . Has anyone been saying for the last year or so that Cleveland is “The Best Location in the Nation?” No they have not. Or if they are saying it, they are saying it in a whisper. Cleveland, the city of fear and lawlessness, is no longer a good place to live.

Coupled with the city’s benighted national reputation, these concerns contributed to a widening application of the derisive nickname “The Mistake on the Lake” by the 1970s. After the burning
river embarrassment, according to one story, an Eastern Air Lines pilot welcomed his passengers to “the Mistake on the Lake.” A suburban Cleveland also used the term as he decried National Geographic’s three-page panorama of the “inflammable Cuyahoga River.”

“The Best Things in Life Are Here”: The Quality-of-Life Argument

Even before the river burned, the urban crisis brought a reorganization of Cleveland’s chamber of commerce, which adopted the name Greater Cleveland Growth Association in 1968. Anxious to recast Cleveland’s image at a time when the lower land and labor costs, attractive tax abatements, and warmer climate of the Sun Belt belied any lingering notion of the Great Lakes region’s advantages for industry, the Growth Association launched the “Best Things in Life Are Here” campaign, the city’s third comeback effort, in 1974. Aimed at preserving Cleveland’s No. 3 ranking, behind New York and Chicago, as a Fortune 500 headquarters city, the “Best Things” campaign was a discursive shift away from the conflicting “Best Location” and “Mistake” identities. In the largest city promotional campaign ever to appear in New York Times Magazine, nine full-page ads targeted big-city executives who often based choices about office or plant locations as much on quality-of-life considerations as economic ones. The city itself seldom appeared in seven ads that focused on the Cleveland lifestyle. Showing a businessman, briefcase at his side, stooping to greet his young daughter on the doorstep of their suburban home, one ad boasted that “most folks out in the suburbs are only eight or nine miles from downtown.” Another pictured a man, bucket hat over his eyes and English setter at his side, lounging under a tree by a serene brook. It tallied 18,000 acres of parkland, nearly all in the Metropolitan Parks system, ten or more miles from downtown (see Figure 4). Other ads focused on education, health care, University Circle, and the city’s “melting pot of foods, languages, lifestyles and values,” which enabled kids to “grow up understanding, liking and prizing those who enrich our lives because of their differences.” However, at a time when Cleveland remained one of the nation’s most racially segregated metropolitan areas, this was at best a hopeful message.

After abandoning its “Best Location” slogan amid the unresolved urban crisis and environmentalist challenges, the CEI took cues from the “Best Things” campaign. In 1977, CEI published a color booklet titled Quality of Living in Cleveland-Northeast Ohio, which described Cleveland as 1,700 square miles on the shore of Lake Erie and as enjoying “pleasant suburbs.” The booklet’s cover cutaway in the shape of a leaf revealed a colorful frontispiece that showed a picnicking family enveloped by autumnal nature. Heavy on cultural and recreational amenities, the booklet featured the perspectives of eight Clevelanders, including seven business or institutional executives. The outlier was an African American school psychologist in the well-regarded suburban Beachwood public schools, whose inclusion was surely calculated to deflect attention from the contentious atmosphere surrounding a recent federal court order to remedy Cleveland’s racially segregated schools through busing.

In addition to its national ad drive extolling cultural and recreational amenities, the Growth Association’s campaign tailored its message to locals discouraged by the Erieview failure, Stokes’s inability to deliver Cleveland from the urban crisis, and the descent of the city’s reputation to a par with Detroit, Gary, or Newark. It recorded a new song named for the “Best Things” slogan that aired frequently on local television stations, even inviting Clevelanders downtown to sing the song. Unlike Stokes’s Cleveland: NOW!, which attempted to bridge the growing gap between city dwellers and suburbanites, the “Best Things” campaign cast its message beyond the city limits. Tellingly, the Growth Association inserted “Greater” before “Cleveland” in local print ads, presumably understanding the lack of connection many suburbanites felt to the city proper.

This third comeback effort, which paralleled the Cleveland Foundation’s commissioning of a San Francisco planning firm to draft an aesthetically focused downtown plan aimed at “making
people happier with their surroundings,” drew upon booster narratives more than a decade in the making. The transition to an emphasis on quality of life arose from two concurrent, related developments in Cleveland: civic leaders’ decade-long campaign to elevate the stature of the city’s cultural heart, University Circle, and the gradual onset of the urban crisis, especially deindustrialization. Concerns among leaders of the Circle’s universities, hospitals, museums, and other institutions about the encroachment of urban decay in the 1950s led to unified planning to
bolster and safeguard their collective investment in the city. Coordinated by the University Circle Development Foundation (UCDF) starting in 1957, the initiative promised to become “a brain workers’ city within a city.” Significantly, the University Circle revitalization campaign represented the will of the suburban descendants of industrial tycoons who had built companies whose wealth had left Cleveland a legacy of well-endowed institutions and corporate headquarters. Facing increasingly aggressive competition for industrial growth from upstart Sunbelt cities that cast doubt on Cleveland’s claim to be the “Best Location in the Nation” for industry, Cleveland boosters heeded UCDF’s call to use University Circle in their business recruiting efforts.57

Even as African Americans decried the hollowness of the CEI booster slogan in the early 1960s, deindustrialization began to force the reshaping of booster rhetoric and imagery. As in other cities in the industrial heartland, the “rusting” of Cleveland “began, unheralded, in the 1950s.”58 Long before the word “deindustrialization” became a household word, Cleveland was losing manufacturing jobs. Thanks to the opening of suburban automotive factories, suburbanite-led boosterism and business recruitment efforts, and newspaper coverage that reported plant openings and expansions as successes, regardless of where in the metropolitan area they occurred, suburban industrial expansion temporarily masked losses in the central city. Indeed, CEI, the region’s dominant industrial recruiter, had every reason to champion industrial growth in outlying areas where it would compound electric use. Little by little, however, the news of plant closings began to invite scrutiny. In 1956, some 1,250 people lost their jobs when Murray Ohio closed its bicycle, toy, and fan factory in the Collinwood neighborhood and moved its bicycle division to a new plant built by a Tennessee town. The closing, the first reported by the Plain Dealer, led a chamber of commerce official to remark that all the factories that had left Cleveland in the previous five years would fit into a corner of one of the area’s new Ford plants in suburban Brook Park and Walton Hills.59 Nonetheless, by the start of the 1960s, it became clear that the Murray Ohio closure marked a turning point, after which Greater Cleveland experienced the loss of tens of thousands of manufacturing jobs, including some 11,000 in the two largest closures: a garment factory and a sewing-machine factory.60

The Greater Cleveland Growth Board (GCGB), set up in 1961 by the chamber of commerce as a separate organization dedicated to fighting the emerging problem of deindustrialization (and absorbed back into the reorganized chamber seven years later), worked to attract new industry and intervene whenever existing companies threatened to leave. In 1962, GCGB leaders created the foundation for a reimagined Cleveland when they brainstormed “reasons people should believe that Greater Cleveland is the best location in the nation.” Reprising the “Best Location” argument, they also pointed to the metropolitan area’s NASA Lewis Research Center, growing distribution and service sectors, and seventeen Fortune 500 headquarters. Of the thirty-nine points they identified, well over half focused on Cleveland’s quality of life, including its philanthropic legacy and renowned parks, museums, symphony orchestra, universities, and hospitals. Reflecting their insulated suburban perspective on the city, only four years before the Hough Riots, they also called Cleveland the “safest location in the nation” and a city “with no racial problem.”61

Following this brainstorming session, marketing campaigns in the early 1960s continued to boast of Cleveland’s natural locational advantages to manufacturers while also depicting a space-age city that embodied industrial innovation and cultural refinement. Among several ads placed in the Wall Street Journal in 1963, some highlighted the city’s physical situation. One proclaimed that, thanks to the recent opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway, the distance from Cleveland to Copenhagen was less than from New York, transforming the Great Lakes into “a new North Coast of America.” Others announced that 30 percent of the world’s fresh water was “at the other end of your water line in Cleveland” and promised a “Drought-Proof Plant Site,” a clear dig at growing cities in the Southwest. Yet, others focused on something previously absent in marketing: the fact that the “Greater Cleveland Growthland” had the nation’s fourth largest concentration of research
laboratories, including a NASA installation. One ad superimposed a *Saturn V* space booster on the city’s Terminal Tower and called attention to Cleveland-based Thompson Ramo Wooldridge’s (TRW’s) nation-leading provision of rocket nozzles and nose cones and the city’s “Brain-power generators”—its universities.62

While “Best Location” pitches hardly disappeared, cultural amenities now came to the fore. Tellingly, at a GCGB executive committee meeting in 1963, CEI chairman Elmer Lindseth pointed out that, despite the fact that efforts to attract corporate headquarters could not rely as heavily on objectivity as bids to persuade companies of the area’s locational advantages for factories or warehouses, “a long range program definitely should be attempted.”63 If cultural arguments were more effective in wooing executives and their families, however, the Growth Board also employed them to shape production relocation decisions. As the Cleveland Orchestra became noted as one of the so-called “Big Five” orchestras under the direction of conductor George Szell in the postwar years, its international tours became an opportunity to sell Cleveland’s brand.64 A 1964 GCGB ad in the *Wall Street Journal*, titled “What Your Wife Knows about Finding a Plant Site,” eschewed the usual views of smokestacks, skyscrapers, rail yards, or laboratories, picturing instead a benefit fashion show in Severance Hall, home of the famed Cleveland Orchestra. Four smartly dressed women posed in front of a six-panel screen painted to depict the symphony hall. The ad juxtaposed the presumed concerns of a male executive and his wife when contemplating moving to a new city. He would appreciate Cleveland’s location within 500 miles of 53 percent of the U.S. market and its transportation infrastructure, industrial parks, and ample fresh water. She would take comfort in an art museum “second only to the Metropolitan, a symphony second to none,” the fact that “many of Cleveland’s sons make the Ivy League,” and “the finest suburban living in the country.” Returning to the executive, the ad concluded, “If your wife likes your new site, so will the wives of men you’re trying to attract”65 (see Figure 5). The 1964 ad, which mirrored similar quality-of-life arguments in other 1960s booster literature, would have been every bit as effective in the “Best Things” campaign a decade later. Although urban renewal failures, race riots, and vexing national publicity shattered any illusions of quickly resolving problems, the booster rhetoric forged on the eve of the urban crisis—with the suburban ideal and high culture at its core—proved remarkably resilient and anticipated the focus of the “Best Things” campaign.

Although at least a couple of suburban businesses incorporated “The Best Things in Life Are Here” into newspaper advertisements as late as the early 1980s, the Growth Association campaign accomplished little and quickly faded after 1975. Newspapers, magazines, and other media sold the idea of renaissance, but Clevelanders measured the distance between fiction and reality by surveying their surroundings. A Washington, D.C., transplant to the rebounding in-town neighborhood of Ohio City complained that the 18,000 acres of parkland mentioned in one Growth Association ad lay ten or more miles from most city residents. She added that “you’d better have a pretty strong stomach to withstand the mountains of garbage” in most city parks. She also questioned an ad touting education, pointing to “gangs of children [who] openly roam[ed her] neighborhood during school hours.”66 One Shaker Heights man wrote that “anyone dumb enough to believe that ‘the best things in life are right here in Cleveland’ deserves to breathe Cleveland’s garbage and live in Cleveland’s filth. Cleveland is a rotted corpse clothed in a hazy, blue-gray shroud.”67 In 1978, a poll found that only 20 percent of local civic leaders believed that Cleveland had improved significantly.68 Amid gloom that slogans could not dispel, Clevelanders offered, tongue in cheek, more fitting slogans emblazoned on underground t-shirts. The most iconic one read, “Cleveland: You’ve Got To Be Tough,” and showed the city skyline in the shadow of a dark cloud emitted by a pair of smokestacks.69

By the late 1970s, the “Best Things” campaign faltered, and the use of the derisive “Mistake on the Lake” nickname became widespread. It is impossible to draw clear conclusions from
newspaper references to the nickname because they are so fragmentary. Nonetheless, their usage of the nickname reveals that Clevelanders, if sometimes skeptical of booster slogans, also tended not to use the “Mistake” moniker to suggest the city was hopeless. They often

Figure 5. This Greater Cleveland Growth Board advertisement, which appeared in the Wall Street Journal in 1964, took advantage of several years of local booster efforts to elevate the stature of Cleveland’s University Circle district and use it as a hook to attract corporate investment.

Source. Greater Cleveland Growth Association Records, container 133, folder 2, Western Reserve Historical Society, used with permission of Greater Cleveland Partnership.
affixed the term to specific concerns, such as the appearance of a dump for abandoned and
towed cars along the Memorial Shoreway on the approach to downtown or a controversial
plan for a futuristic jetport on an island in Lake Erie. It is also difficult to gauge the represen-
tativeness of the many letters or columns in the Plain Dealer that cited the nickname in the
process of proclaiming the city’s virtues. After all, the newspaper’s editor Thomas Vail was
among the most vociferous defenders of Cleveland. One Pompano Beach, Florida, columnist
and former Clevelandizer praised the city’s many first-class institutions. “Thinking about get-
ing sick?” he asked.

Then get sick in “the mistake on the lake” because hospitals there are the best in the world, as
witnessed by King Khaled Ibn Abdul Aziz the Great of Saudi Arabia who . . . descended on Cleveland
in September for open-heart surgery.

Likewise, a congressional aide and Cleveland native blamed Clevelanders’ negativity for creat-
ing the city’s bad image, while a writer from the outlying town of Hudson suspected that a silent
majority liked Cleveland.

A Plain Dealer article in 1979 attempted to account for the city’s “case of civic schizo-
phrenia,” evident in the fact that Clevelanders “vacillate between” the “best location in the
nation” and the “Mistake on the lake.” Seeking deeper roots than Kucinich, the burning
river, or even the urban crisis, the authors blamed social fragmentation traceable to the
clash between the descendants of “Yankee founders of the Western Reserve” and the East
European immigrants who followed them, exacerbated by the arrival of “a massive immi-
gration of southern blacks,” and unresolved even by Stokes’s promise of unity. They also
pointed to blue-sky plans of the city’s growth coalition, indifference of its wealthiest fami-
lies, antipathy between city dwellers and suburbanites, and division of the metropolitan
area into thirty-three wards and sixty suburban municipalities, concluding that only a
regional government of the sort that Clevelanders defeated two decades before might
resolve Cleveland’s “dual image.” Whether or not social fragmentation played a critical
role, Clevelanders’ experience of the city’s post–World War II difficulties forced them con-
stantly to seek to reconcile in their own minds the gap between booster rhetoric and the
state of the city as they perceived it.

If locals wrestled with whether to “buy” booster representations of their city, outside observ-
ers in the 1970s were less kind to Cleveland. A Chicago journalist returning from Cleveland
called the city “dreadful,” “with hotels to match,” and concluded that “[t]here is no such thing as
a good view in Cleveland.” When Cleveland hosted the Davis Cup finals between the United
States and Australia in December 1973, one Melbourne sportswriter quipped, “If this is the capi-
tal of the tennis world this weekend, I’d hate to go to one of the outposts.” Taking aim at the “Best
Things” slogan, Plain Dealer sports editor Hal Lebovitz complained that the Cleveland Orchestra
could go to Australia, but Cleveland promoters could not find a way to show visiting journalists
more than the “short downtown walk through the dirty snow” to the Public Auditorium. Despite
the negative publicity, Cleveland’s convention trade remained brisk through the mid-1970s,
drawing around a half million visitors annually. Then things took a turn for the worse. Suffering
from a lack of first-class hotel rooms and ballroom space, its leading hotel languishing in receiv-
ership, union disputes over labor at the convention center, and a dearth of downtown restaurants,
taxi service, and police protection, Cleveland saw the cancellation of conventions representing
160,000 prospective visitors in 1976-1977, leading the thirty-five-year director of the Cleveland
Convention and Visitors Bureau (CCVB) to step down. In 1977, Mayor Dennis Kucinich cut
the city’s annual $300,000 subsidy to the CCVB, vowing that his administration could promote
the city more effectively. Second to Chicago into the late 1960s, Cleveland’s convention trade
now mirrored its larger problems.
A “Plum” on “America’s North Coast”: Selling the “New Cleveland” Comeback

By the late 1970s, mounting challenges prompted a recasting of rosy narratives. Proclamations about the “best things in life,” like CEI’s “Best Location” claim, seemed out of touch. Along with area-wide deindustrialization, a mayoral recall bid, and a looming municipal default, even Cleveland’s reputation as a headquarters city appeared tenuous. In 1977-1979, four Fortune 500 corporations—AM International, Diamond Shamrock, Harris, and White Motor—moved their headquarters to other cities. In this context, it became common for companies to proclaim dutifully that they still believed in Cleveland. When Cleveland Trust, the city’s leading bank, proposed changing its name to AmeriTrust, it faced vocal shareholder opposition. Although purportedly calculated to facilitate statewide expansion, many interpreted it in light of recent blows to the city’s reputation, prompting AmeriTrust to reaffirm commitment to Cleveland. Within a month, a full-page Plain Dealer ad proclaimed, “Cleveland has become a bigger part of America. . . . And America has become a bigger part of Cleveland.” Citing a ten-year, $55 million investment in facilities, AmeriTrust insisted, “We believe in Cleveland,” a corporate echo of Carl Stokes a decade earlier.

However, the most effective Cleveland booster campaign since CEI’s “Best Location in the Nation” more than three decades earlier emerged in 1978 in the editorial offices of the Plain Dealer. Thomas Vail, a descendant of the founders of the Plain Dealer and White Motor Company, became the newspaper’s publisher and editor in 1963. After fifteen years of trying to make the newspaper a more effective mouthpiece for promoting Cleveland, he conceived the New Cleveland Campaign as the city’s reputation hit rock bottom. Vail got the idea for the campaign when he went to Kansas City to cover the 1976 Republican National Convention and observed the work of Hallmark Cards, which funded an effective city promotion effort during the convention. Hoping to de-emphasize the city’s problems, he drew a lesson from the common assumption, reinforced by a Growth Association poll of executives, of a chasm between attitudes toward Cleveland before and after moving there. In an effort to attract corporate executives and retain existing residents, the New Cleveland Campaign tried to deflect preoccupation with the city’s problems by focusing on the lifestyle that surprised newcomers.

New Cleveland Campaign promotional materials depicted “A New Generation” enjoying the good life. In its first promotional booklet, a management consultant remarked, “My wife didn’t want to move to Cleveland; but now that she’s here, you couldn’t get her to leave.” Similarly, a special section in Cleveland Magazine told of a pediatrician who reluctantly left Manhattan for Cleveland. His family traded living on the thirtieth floor of a Manhattan high-rise for suburban Shaker Heights—learning how to remove grass stains from their child’s clothes, coordinate a car pool, barbecue, and trick or treat on Halloween. Another campaign booklet cover centered on a circular fisheye photo of a brick mansion and an inset photo of two cellists. Its caption bespoke the growing emphasis on lifestyle (see Figure 6):

The burnished gold and brilliant blue skies of autumn in the Cleveland suburb of Shaker Heights. Five minutes away, Alan Harris coaches a student at the Cleveland Institute of Music in University Circle, Cleveland’s unique cluster of cultural and educational institutions.

If charts, maps, and diagrams sufficed in the midcentury heyday of CEI’s advertising, colorful photos emphasizing quality of life prevailed once Cleveland’s leaders understood that location alone could not assure growth.

Campaign literature continued to conflate Cleveland with the suburban ideal found in the earlier “Best Things in Life” campaign, which one executive called an exercise in “mass self-hypnosis.” One promotional booklet extolled an “abundance of handsome suburbs” and schools
“ranking with those of cities like Scarsdale, Wellesley, Grosse Pointe and Beverly Hills.” Yet, the campaign acknowledged challenges and insisted that Cleveland was confronting them. Another booklet admitted manufacturing losses but noted that expanding sectors such as medicine were offsetting them. Responding to rapid Sun Belt growth, the book added that Cleveland “quietly and steadily grows.” In a city wracked by a controversial busing program to achieve school desegregation, a photo highlighted a racially integrated Shaker Heights classroom. To counter years of feuding and racial discord in City Hall, one ad in the Wall Street Journal and New York Times showed Mayor George Voinovich and black city councilman George Forbes standing side by side. To underscore the contrast from the acrimonious Kucinich administration, the ad proclaimed “a new frame of mind.”

On May 29, 1981, Mayor Voinovich threw out the first pitch at the Cleveland Indians-New York Yankees baseball game—with a plum. Just as Vail used the New Cleveland Campaign to project a fresh face of the Northeast Ohio region nationally, he commissioned the Plain Dealer’s public relations firm to create a poster aimed at travelers passing through LaGuardia Airport in
New York to sell Cleveland as a “choice market in which to advertise.” The poster’s slogan, “New York’s the Big Apple, but Cleveland’s a Plum,” became such a sensation that Vail decided to direct it toward building pride in a city that had weathered its most difficult decade since the Great Depression. “Cleveland’s a Plum” soon appeared not only in the *Plain Dealer* but also on purple t-shirts, buttons, posters, and nearly half a million bumper stickers delivered to its subscribers. A variety of local businesses coordinated promotions with the “Plum” campaign, including Halle’s department store, which served a special “Plum Crazy” cocktail in two eateries on the ninth floor of its Euclid Avenue flagship, and a downtown restaurant that served plum pie to diners. Two years after it moved its headquarters to Dallas, Diamond Shamrock even felt moved to pledge $350,000 to the effort to restore downtown Cleveland’s Playhouse Square, whose theaters had nearly faced the wrecking ball several years earlier. Less than two weeks into the “Plum” campaign, the mineral-mining company placed an ad in the *Plain Dealer* titled “We believe in Cleveland,” in which the corporation affirmed its commitment “to the revitalization of our city” (emphasis added).

The “Plum” slogan drew mixed reviews from locals. Upon its debut, a downtown office worker told the *Plain Dealer* that she liked the campaign because “[p]eople have been knocking Cleveland for too long and it should end.” Not everyone found the slogan persuasive, however. The appearance of “Cleveland’s a Slum” bumper stickers that mocked the *Plain Dealer*’s boosterism demonstrated once again that sloganeering seldom managed more than a veneer of optimism. Of the many letters to the editor about the campaign published during its first few weeks, most were negative or equivocal toward the slogan. Some pointed out that the plum might easily shrivel into a prune, though one quipped that the city could never dry up given how rarely the sun shone. The following winter, the downtown Cleveland ticket office of Eastern Air Lines used a sign with the words “Don’t Be a Numb Plum” to advertise bargain airfares to “warmer climes.”

Eastern’s promotion was surely one more sign of the Sun Belt competition that Great Lakes cities like Cleveland faced in retaining, let alone attracting, businesses and residents. Yet, Cleveland’s tourism and convention boosters finally employed, on a large scale, rhetoric and images once used almost exclusively to attract corporate investment to depict the city as an exciting destination for leisure and recreation. In 1979, the reorganized Greater Cleveland Convention and Visitors Bureau (GCCVB) unveiled the largest and most effective marketing campaign in its history, which led to the first suggestion in the *Plain Dealer* of “The Mistake on the Lake” as lying in the city’s past. With a convention center that now lagged far behind the capacity of competitors in many other cities and a similar lack of centralized hotels, promoters turned to the discretionary traveler. A new slogan, “The Great Lake City on America’s North Coast,” branded Cleveland as exciting and implicitly invited tourists to join Clevelanders in celebrating the revitalization of the lake. In contrast to the 1960s, when media images of Cleveland depicted Lake Erie only in terms of its provision of water for manufacturing plants or its hopeful function as a conduit of expanding seagoing trade, boosters now cast the nexus of city and lake as a locus of leisure and recreation, even boasting that Cleveland had more yacht clubs than San Diego. Promotional photos now regularly showed colorful sailboats in shots of the city skyline viewed from out in the lake, scenes of pleasure seekers in the Flats entertainment district, bird’s-eye views of downtown buildings set against the lake, and compositions that juxtaposed the Terminal Tower, Veterans Memorial Bridge, and the Cuyahoga River in the Flats (see Figure 7). Convention promoters plied meeting planners with everything from a stereo album of “Brahms Symphony No. 1” by the Cleveland Orchestra to bottles of municipal water labeled “North Coast Comfort.” GCCVB also launched a $250,000 campaign in 1981 to promote Cleveland to leisure travelers. Using slogans such as “Discover Cleveland on America’s North Coast” and “Vacation on the Coast,” it targeted readers of *Reader’s Digest, TV Guide, Good Housekeeping, Better Homes and Gardens,* and *Family Circle,* as well as regional newspapers within a 200-mile radius.
Taking cues (often directly) from Cleveland boosters, travel writers lauded Cleveland as a fine city for a family vacation, pointing to its nationally significant symphony, museums, and theaters; the vibrant scene along its downtown riverfront; its historic Arcade and West Side Market; and newer attractions like Sea World in suburban Aurora. One article exulted that “the new Cleveland,” no longer “the Rodney Dangerfield of cities,” “has plenty to offer the tourist.”
Another writer even called Cleveland “a miniature New York” that conjured fond memories of New York City in the 1950s.96 While Cleveland’s number of conventioneers sagged to little more than 100,000 annually in the early 1980s, the city’s tourism statistics are impossible to track because, into the mid-1980s, the GCCVB did not collect statistics on tourists.97 Although one report claimed University Circle drew seventeen million visitors a year, roughly equal to Disney World, this number surely reflected mostly visits from within the Cleveland metropolitan area. A local taxicab driver admitted in 1982 that he saw only the occasional tourist, calling into question whether the city’s comeback was meaningful to tourists. It is similarly difficult to assess how tourists viewed the “North Coast” city. In an article titled “In Search of the Elusive Cleveland Tourist,” a Plain Dealer reporter sought out foreign visitors for their impressions and found that many had already been to leading American tourist cities and, in the words of a Finnish visitor, chose Cleveland simply to understand “the American way of life.” Tourist comments in the Terminal Tower observation deck’s register presented mixed impressions of a city that ranged from “green and friendly” to “a bit scruffy.” Perhaps referring to Eireview, an English visitor commented to the reporter on his dismay at “a lot of open spaces where they’ve knocked down buildings and haven’t yet made up their minds what to do there,” but he described the newly restored Arcade as a fine building that could easily fit in England. According to the reporter, the very attractions most touted by local boosters were too distant in the eyes of many visitors. With taxi service that Town & Country magazine called “arguably the worst in America,” tourists could easily find themselves confined to the “limited night life and activities” in downtown.98 If scant evidence exists to characterize outsiders’ impressions of Cleveland as a destination, it is clear that critiques crossed the line when they invoked derisive images of the city. When Clevelanders learned of a Dallas sports reporter who called attention to Texas Rangers players’ disappointment at having to spend off-field time in the “Mistake on the Lake,” they flooded his office with more than four hundred angry letters and telephone calls, suggesting the limited penetration of booster messages aimed at outsiders.99

Even if Cleveland leaders had to admit that boosterism alone could not transform Cleveland into a major tourist city, Cleveland’s “comeback” finally appeared at hand where it seemed to matter most after a decades-long pursuit of revitalization—in the eye of many locals and national media. Perhaps conditioned by similar success stories coming from Boston and Baltimore, Clevelanders and the national media seemed ready to believe that the city had turned a corner. If Cleveland continued to lose population, it did so at the slowest rate in four decades, and in the same period, city neighborhoods registered more new housing starts than the suburbs for the first time.100 If the Cuyahoga River and Lake Erie remained polluted, the lake was now clean enough for boosters to picture a colorful sailboat framed by the city’s skyline in the distance. In the 1980s, the nickname “The Mistake on the Lake” appeared in print more than ever, but it was almost always used as a foil for the success of the “Comeback City.”101 Citing the city’s financial recovery, political reforms, and the public–private partnership that was restoring Playhouse Square, the National Municipal League named Cleveland an All-America City in 1981 and 1982. Rand McNally’s Places Rated Almanac ranked Cleveland No. 2 in recreational opportunities and No. 14 overall among more than three hundred American cities.102 A range of national periodicals dutifully reported the city’s comeback. Sometimes they went so far as to depict its decline as being sparked by bad publicity and arrested by Voinovich’s election. U.S. News and World Report traced Cleveland’s image problem only back to June 22, 1969, cited the river fire as the main catalyst for the environmentalist movement, and credited Voinovich with creating conditions ripe for a comeback. Reader’s Digest offered a similar narrative, substituting a second infamous fire—when Mayor Ralph Perk accidentally ignited his hair while trying to cut a metal ribbon with a torch to open an industrial metals show at the Cleveland Convention Center.103

The preceding look at four successive comeback strategies in Cleveland suggests the limitations of top-down city narratives. Slogan campaigns work best when they mirror tangible urban
strengths. When measured against the city’s particularly vexing circumstances in the late 1960s to late 1970s, the comeback engineered by corporate Cleveland, Voinovich, and Vail appeared all the more believable. It did not have to achieve a complete revival to garner local and national support; it merely had to demonstrate positive steps. The 1979-1981 comeback bid, while more persuasive than previous efforts, also proved ephemeral because it could not promise a lasting renaissance any more than earlier booster campaigns. Its strength reflected the will of Cleveland’s boosters more than the actual state of Cleveland. In the 1980s, Cleveland lost more than 68,000 residents. It has lost more than 100,000 people since 1990. Even Cuyahoga County has steadily lost population since its 1970 peak, and the five-county Cleveland metropolitan area has lost close to 10 percent of its peak population in that year.

In the second decade of the twenty-first century, Cleveland is in the midst of a fifth discernible comeback several years in the making. The latest comeback, which unfolded in the midst of the Great Recession, relies on large-scale projects not entirely unlike those of the 1980s-1990s comeback, such as Jacobs Field and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. It trumpets $6 billion of construction projects in downtown, University Circle, and the rechristened “Cleveland Health-Tech Corridor” that connects them. It touts a mammoth downtown casino, medical mart, heart center, transit corridor, and expanded art museum and convention center as signs of a new direction. Yet, to a greater degree than in the past, the latest renaissance reflects both a suspicion of overreliance on big projects and the participation of myriad small-scale entrepreneurial and grassroots players: nanobreweries, farm-to-table partnerships, and neighborhood arts districts among them. It relies less on painting Cleveland as a great place to live the American Dream or take a family vacation, and more on making the best of the city’s situation, one that Richey Piiparinen and Anne Trubek, editors of a recent anthology titled Rust Belt Chic, characterize as being marked by “contradiction, conflict, and standing resiliency.” Indeed, by 2014, Positively Cleveland, as the city’s convention and visitors bureau restyled itself, unveiled its latest slogan campaign: “This is Cleveland.” While this pastiche of images seemingly reflects a city that has absorbed the “rust belt chic” mentality, the campaign (like previous ones) offers its own rosy, unifying vision as an alternative to the unbridgeable gap between expectation and outcome that compromised Cleveland’s last comeback.
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